Terms and Conditions
Cancellations

You must obtain a cancellation confirmation for
order cancellations. Orders may not be cancelled
after work is in progress or after special orders with
outside vendors have been placed.
Collections

If your account is turned to a collection agency you
will be responsible for all collection and attorney
fees.
Customer’s Own Material or Fabric (COM/COF)

Paramount Fabrics, Inc. is not responsible for
imperfections in COM/F. Inspect your goods before
shipping. All orders must be sent with a swatch of
fabric attached for identifying purposes. Specify top
side of fabric and pattern direction. If the “up, down,
front, back” of the fabric pattern is not specified, it
will be up to the workroom’s discretion. Also,
specify the name, color, pattern repeat, width and
source of the fabric on your order.
*Quoted yardage estimates are only estimates. As
there are many variables that are only seen when the
workroom has possession of the actual fabric and
finalized order, Paramount Fabrics, Inc. will not be
held responsible for fabric shortages or overages
under any circumstances.
Deposits

All new accounts are subject to 50% deposit prior to
work beginning on their first custom order. Also,
orders exceeding credit limit require deposit.
Fabric Flaws

Paramount Fabrics, Inc. will not assume
responsibility for customer’s flawed fabric. It is the
sole responsibility of the customer to verify fabric
and inspect for flaws prior to our receiving it.
Flawed fabrics received in drop shipments are the
responsibility of the customer and/or supplier.
Guarantees

Paramount Fabrics, Inc. guarantees our custommade window treatments against defects in
workmanship and our own materials for a period of
three months after date of completion. Except as
stated above, we make no guarantee or warranty,
express or implied, concerning the fitness of its
products or fabrics you have chosen for any given
treatment or purpose.

*We will not reimburse for labor not performed by
our company and under no circumstances shall our
liability extend to interest or insurance.
Reimbursement of shipping, reinstallation and/or
trip charges regarding errors made on our part may
never be automatically deducted from any payment
due Paramount Fabrics, Inc. without management
approval.
New Accounts

Qualifications:
1. All merchandise purchased must be available for
resale.
2. The following must be presented as proof of
business: Business License, Sales Tax ID
Certificate and Business Card/Business Check.
New accounts are required to complete a dealer
application, acknowledge understanding of these
workroom terms by signing below, provide a 50%
deposit on 1st order prior to work beginning and pay
the remainder upon pick up when complete.
Shipping

1. Shipping to a residential address incurs an
additional UPS fee.
2. UPS will not ship anything over 108” in
length or 130” in length and girth. Girth is
the measurement around the box. If either
dimension is exceeded, the order must ship
by OTR truck. Oversize charges begin at
84” in length and girth or over 72” wide.
Terms

Invoices on Net 30 accounts are due thirty (30) days
from invoice date. Other terms are COD and prepay. A late charge of 2% per month will be charged
on all past due accounts.
Turn-Around/Delivery Time

Turn-Around time will not begin until we have
received both the fabric and the finalized order with
complete instruction and no questions remaining.

Standard turn-round time on any product type is
four weeks with longer workroom time to be
expected during holiday months and at times of
heavy work load. Ask your customer service
representative for an estimated completion date
when ordering.
*Changed orders will not be guaranteed originally
estimated completion date.

Fabric Characteristics
And Workroom terms IN
ASSOCIATION
Pattern Repeat

Synthetic Fibers

Pattern repeat, as listed in your vendor’s fabric
catalog and/or on their samples, is approximate only
and can vary slightly from one printing to the next.
It may also print unevenly through-out the bolt of
material.
• We cannot guarantee precise repeat
matching.
• In all treatments, workroom will pattern
match, as close as possible, from the TOP of
the treatment. This includes draperies and
shades of different lengths.

Despite the impressive strides in the advancement of
the technology of weaving synthetic fibers,
performance will vary with the construction of the
fabric and its application. Whole or partial synthetic
constructions have a tendency to react adversely
more readily to atmospheric conditions than natural
fibers. Synthetic fibers are sensitive to heat, sunlight
and steam. Shrinking, hiking seams, puckering and
flaring are common characteristics and must be
accepted as such.

Puckering

It is natural for some fabrics (i.e. hammered satins,
satin stripes) to have a puckered or slightly wrinkled
appearance. This is a characteristic of today’s more
relaxed, casual fabric constructions and your
customer should be informed of these characteristics
when choosing fabric for their custom-made
treatments.
Sheers

Sheers will intensify in color when made into
drapery. Fold a sheer three times for a truer
representation of color. Darker sheers have more of
a tendency to fade or disintegrate than lighter sheers.

Wrinkles

All fabrics are ironed and/or steamed during the
workroom process so that the finished product is as
“wrinkle-free” as possible. Some fabrics, such as
linen, silk and cotton blend fabrics, are prone to
wrinkle and to retain wrinkles. Draperies are fanfolded and carefully packaged; however, due to
extended staging in our workroom, transit, and
handling some creases and wrinkles will exist. All
fabric treatments should be hung as soon as possible.
Most wrinkles should “hang out” with a little time
and your professional installer should be prepared to
address wrinkling on the install.
*Paramount Fabrics, Inc. will not be held responsible
for wrinkled treatments under any circumstances.

NEW ACCOUNT VERIFICATION
I verify here that I have read and understand these specific
terms and conditions for ordering workroom products and
materials from Paramount Fabrics, Inc.
Signature
Printed Name
Name of Account

Date

